
Popping Punctuation:  
Missing Punctuation

Add the correct punctuation to these sentences. Use the balloons below to help you.

1. What could possibly go wrong

2. It was dark outside            the sun had set hours ago.

3. The weather        overcast         did not spoil the day.

4.       Stop right there!         the security guard called.

5. He could only think about one thing        his exams.

6. Jake trudged home        he was disappointed that football had been cancelled.

7. �8AnF�A8J�;4<E6HG�J4F�I8EL�F;BEG��������<G�J4F�7<ś8E8AG�9EB@�;<F�HFH4?�FGL?8�

8. �4FF4A�������J;B�J4F�:8Š<A:�<A6E84F<A:?L�9EHFGE4G87��������J4<G87�9BE�G;8�A8KG�5HF�
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Space

please leave a space

.
Full
Stop

I go to school  
every day

ABC 
Capital 
�8Š8EF 

Mrs Romilda was born 
on Christmas day in 

Nairobi, Kenya

? 
Question

Mark 
What is your favourite  

part of the day?

!
Exclamation

Mark
Today was amazing!

Apostrophe
We’re going to the 

park today.

,
Commas

I put on my coat, hat 
and scarf.

Inverted
Commas

“Good morning!”  
my friend shouted  

to me

Brackets
He ended up using the 

bigger ruler
(the 50cm ruler).

Dash
';8�Ŝ?@�J4F�I8EL�

informative - I  
learned a great deal

Ellipsis 
He thought and  

thought... and then  
thought some more.

hyphen
My eighty-three-year-old 

gran loves ice cream.

colon
These are my favourite 

colours: purple, 
turquoise and pink.

semicolon
I don’t like broccoli; 

nevertheless, it is very 
good for you.

‘

“ ” ( ) - ... - : ;
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Popping Punctuation:  
Missing Punctuation

Insert all of the missing punctuation into these sentences. Use the balloons below to help you.

1. what could possibly go wrong

2. it was dark outside the sun had set hours ago

3. the weather overcast did not spoil the day

4. stop right there! the security guard called

5. he could only think about one thing his exams

6. jake trudged home he was disappointed that football had been cancelled
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Write your own sentences which include each of the following pieces of punctuation:

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

colon
These are my favourite 

colours: purple, 
turquoise and pink.

:

Brackets
He ended up using 

the bigger ruler
(the 50cm ruler).

( )

hyphen
My eighty-three 
year-old gran 

loves ice cream.

-
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Popping Punctuation: Missing Punctuation Possible Answers
1.  What could possibly go wrong? 

2.  It was dark outside; the sun had set hours ago.  
 It was dark outside: the sun had set hours ago.

3.  The weather (overcast) did not spoil the day.

4.  “Stop right there!” the security guard called.

5.  He could only think about one thing: his exams. 
 He could only think about one thing – his exams. 
 He could only think about one thing… his exams.

6.  Jake trudged home – he was disappointed that football had been cancelled. 
 Jake trudged home; he was disappointed that football had been cancelled.

7.  Ben’s new haircut was very short; <G�J4F�7<ś8E8AG�9EB@�;<F�HFH4?�FGL?8�

8.  Hassan, J;B�J4F�:8Š<A:�<A6E84F<A:?L�9EHFGE4G87, waited for the next bus.  
 Hassan – who was getting increasingly frustrated – waited for the next bus.  
 Hassan (who was getting increasingly frustrated) waited for the next bus.
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Accept any sentences which accurately contain the correct piece of punctuation, such as: 

• I couldn’t wait: my birthday was minutes away.

• Jim (my favourite uncle) always sends me a birthday card.

• The blood-thirsty vampire turned into a bat.
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